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Abstract
Models for parallel and concurrent processes lead quite naturally to the study of monoidal
categories (Inform. Comput. 88 (2) (1990) 105). In particular a category Tree of trees, equipped
with a non-symmetric tensor product, interpreted as a concatenation, seems to be very useful to
represent (local) behavior of non-deterministic agents able to communicate (Enriched Categories
for Local and Interaction Calculi, Lecture Notes in Computer Science, Vol. 283, Springer, Berlin,
1987, pp. 57–70). The category Tree is also provided with a coproduct (corresponding to choice
between behaviors) and the tensor product is only partially distributive w.r.t. it, in order to
preserve non-determinism. Such a category can be properly de9ned as the category of the (9nite)
symmetric categories on a free monoid, when this free monoid is considered as a 2-category. The
monoidal structure is inherited from the concatenation in the monoid. In this paper we prove
that for every alphabet A, Tree(A), the category of 9nite A-labeled trees is equivalent to the
free category which is generated by A and enjoys the afore-mentioned properties. The related
category Beh(A), corresponding to global behaviors is also proven to be equivalent to the free
category which is generated by A and enjoys a smaller set of properties.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
It is well known that the category of 9nite sets is equivalent to the free category
among categories with 9nite coproducts generated by one object. In other words, if
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we generate the free monoid from one generator we get natural numbers, whereas if
we require the operation to be a categorical sum we get 9nite sets [14]. Furthermore,
9nite sets can also be thought of as the category of 9nite categories enriched over the
unit 2-category. There is no need to illustrate here the importance of 9nite sets, but
we will prove in this paper that 9nite trees can be described in a strict analogy with
9nite sets as a further step in this process of constructing free structures.
Trees arise quite naturally in various branches of pure and applied mathematics and
several authors have shown that they have nice properties (for approaches similar to the
present one see for example [1,3,8]). Here we will show that 9nite trees are obtained
via a process of categori9cation after a free construction. More precisely, starting from
one object, we will consider the free monoid and then the category generated from the
words of this monoid and closed w.r.t. 9nite coproducts and the tensor product inherited
from the monoid. Formally, we will consider the free monoid as a 2-category, so that
9nite trees will then be de9nable as the category of 9nite categories enriched on it.
De9ned in this way, 9nite trees turn out to be equivalent to the free category with 9nite
coproducts and a tensor product distributive w.r.t. coproducts when acting on the right
side, generated by one object. This freeness result will be stated in a more general form
by considering a (9nite) set of generators and in order to do this we will use labeled
trees. After a description of the category of 9nite (labeled) trees, the result is proven by
describing the class of categories with 9nite sums and right distributive tensor product
(nd-categories for short) as particular deductive systems satisfying suitable equations in
Lambek–Scott style [12]. Subsequently, normal forms for both objects and morphisms
of the free nd-category will be provided by using some of the required isomorphisms
as a rewriting system.
The equivalence between this free category and the category of trees on the same
set of generators can be seen almost immediately because a normal form is easily
representable as a (9nite labeled) tree and viceversa, and the same is the case for
morphisms.
It is interesting to look for analogies between our set of equational aioms and the ax-
iomatization given by Laplaza for distributive categories [13]: only two of the diagrams
involved in Laplaza’s axiomatization are not commutative in nd-categories, because we
are dealing with a non-commutative tensor product and distributivity is right side only.
All the other diagrams are commutative, though sometimes an inversion of arrows is
required when non-isomorphisms are involved. Of course the commutativity of most
of the diagrams is obtained simply by universality of sum and initial object. Therefore
our set of equational axioms is simpler.
Our choice to consider trees originated in the necessity of modeling computations
performed by concurrent agents of calculus. Concurrency implies that in the description
of a behavior non determinism must be taken into account. In fact the behavior of a
concurrent agent, which can also be understood as all computations performable by
that agent, can be deeply inMuenced by interaction with other agents. If we represent a
sequence of actions (elementary steps in the computation) as a string from an alphabet
A, and a possible choice between two such sequences as a bifurcation, the behavior
will, quite naturally, assume a tree-like shape. As a consequence structures of concurrent
computations can be viewed as labeled trees and operations among them as functors on
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a suitable category of trees. When we add information about non-determinism, trees
become the natural counterpart of languages over an alphabet A, and they can be
used as the base category for concurrent non-deterministic agents in the same way as
languages are used as the base category for automata [2,10,9].
This analogy leads us to consider a tree as a description of the local behavior of a
process, i.e. a speci9c part of the behavior when the process moves from one “state”
to another, rather than the global behavior. It is subsequently easy then to reconstruct
the global behavior from the various local behaviors by 9xing one or more terminal
states as is done in automata theory. Such global behavior will be considered in the
second part of this paper and will provide a further freeness result.
We will not take into account here any iteration operator on trees (for treatment
of this aspect see [6]) because we are interested only in stating freeness property for
9nite trees.
In Section 1 below, the category Tree(A) is described as the category of the 9nite
symmetric categories on a free monoid considered as a 2-category. The monoidal struc-
ture is inherited from the concatenation in the monoid. In Section 2 the de9nition of
a nd-category is given: a nd-category is a cocartesian category equipped with an extra
(non-commutative) monoidal structure distributing only on the right w.r.t. coproduct.
In Section 3 the free non-deterministic category on A is de9ned and its equivalence
with Tree(A) is proven. Section 4 contains a similar freeness result for the category
Beh(A) of behaviors and the relationship between Tree(A) and Beh(A), while Section
5 consists of some applications and concluding remarks.
2. The category of A-labeled trees
We start by introducing the category Tree(A) of trees labeled via an alphabet A and
its main properties (see [9] for more details). Below, A? denotes the free monoid over
the set A.
Denition 1. Let A= (A?;6 ;∧; 	) be the meet semilattice where
(i) A? is the set of words on A;
(ii) 6 is the pre9x order of words;
(iii) ∧ is the largest common pre9x operation on words;
(iv) 	 is the empty word.
Proposition 1. (i) A is a 2-category [5] when we take words as objects; common
pre9xes as 1-cells and order relation between pre9xes as 2-cells.
(ii) Concatenation of words extends to a 2-functor −;− :A×A→A de9ned as
follows on objects and 1-cells (here −:− is used to denote word concatenation):
• v;w = v:w
• If u∈A(v; w) and u′ ∈A(v′; w′); then u; u′ =
{
u:u′ ifv= w = u
u otherwise:
−;− is in fact a tensor product with the empty word 	 as unit object [7;11].
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A word of A? can be thought of as a string of moves or elementary steps of a
computation. A single tree (representing the non-deterministic behavior of a compu-
tation agent moving from one state to another) will be described by specifying how
many paths it has, how these paths are labeled via A? (i.e. how many computations
are performed and what they are—their extent), and to what extent those paths are
glued (i.e. the computations agree—their agreement).
Denition 2. A (9nite) A-tree (subsequentely referred to simply as tree) t = (P; e; d)
consists of:
(i) a (9nite) set P of paths;
(ii) a map e :P → A?; the extent map;
(iii) a map d :P × P → A?; the agreement map.
For the agreement map it is required that for any p; q; r in P:
(a) d(p;p) = e(p) (a path agrees with itself along all its extent);
(b) d(p; q)6 e(p) ∧ e(q) (the agreement between paths is not more than the
greater common pre9x of their extents);
(c) d(p; q) ∧ d(q; r)6d(p; r) (the agreement between p; q and r is not greater
than that between p and r);
(d) d(p; q) = d(q; p) (it does not matter in what order agreement is speci9ed).
In other words, an A-tree is a (9nite) symmetric (because of (d)) A-category,
where the semilattice A is considered as a 2-category (see [15]). A language, i.e. a
subset of A?, would be a “minimal-agreement” tree. Actually, there are two functors
from the category of (multi)languages to the category of trees, associating to a language
the corresponding tree with minimal and maximal agreement, respectively. They are
left and right adjoint to the forgetful functor (see [9]).
Example 1. The tree
a a
lc
p q
consists of two paths; p and q; labeled with ac and al; respectively; and such that p
and q do not agree at all.
In contrast, the tree
p q
lc
a
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consists of two paths, p and q, again labeled with ac and al, but with agreement
between p and q being the initial a.
The appropriate notion of arrow between trees is provided by the de9nition of
A-functor. A tree morphism from a tree t1 to a tree t2 will be a map from the set of
paths of t1 to the set of paths of t2 preserving extent while allowing the agreement to
increase.
Denition 3. A tree morphism f : t1 → t2 is a map f :P1 → P2 satisfying
(i) e2(f(p)) = e1(p) (f does not change extent);
(ii) d2(f(p); f(q))¿d1(p; q) (f does not decreases agreement).
In Example 1, there is an obvious morphism from the 9rst tree to the second tree
sending each path into the corresponding path with the same name, but there is no
morphism in the other direction.
We are now ready to de9ne a category of 9nite A-trees denoted by Tree(A):
(i) objects are 9nite trees (t = (P; e; d));
(ii) arrows are tree morphisms;
(iii) identities, (idt = idP) are de9ned in terms of identities over the set of paths;
(iv) composition, (g ◦ f), is given by function composition.
In other words, Tree(A) is the full subcategory of A − SymCat (the category of
symmetric A-categories) consisting of 9nite objects. In the particular case when A
consists of a single element, A = {∗}, A =N (the free monoid of natural numbers
considered as a 2-category) the full subcategory of N − SymCat consisting of 9nite
objects will be simply called Tree, because its objects are non-labeled trees.
Some properties of our category immediately follow (for a detailed proof see [9]).
Proposition 2. Tree(A) has an initial object; given by the empty tree 0=(∅; ∅; ∅); and
has 9nite coproducts ⊕; given by disjoint unions; i.e. we impose minimal agreement
between paths belonging to di;erent components. Canonical injections are regular
monos. A tree morphism f is a regular mono if f is injective and d2(f(p); f(q)) =
d1(p; q).
In the next de9nition we introduce a concatenation operator between trees, inherited
from concatenation on A, and then we state that this operator is a tensor product, i.e.
an associative binary functor with unit object.
Denition 4. Given two trees; t1 = (P1; e1; d1) and t2 = (P2; e2; d2) sequential compo-
sition or concatenation between them; still called −;−; is de9ned as follows: t1; t2 =
(P; e; d); where
• P = P1 × P2(a path in t is a path of t1 followed by a path of t2);
• e(〈p1; p2〉) = e1(p1):e2(p2)
(the labels of paths in t are obtained by concatenating those of the arguments);
• d(〈p1; p2〉; 〈q1; q2〉) =
{
d1(p1; q1); d2(p2; q2) if p1 = q1;
d1(p1; q1); otherwise
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(the agreement between the second components of two composite paths is considered
only if the paths have a common initial part).
Proposition 3. Tree(A) is monoidal w.r.t. sequential composition −;−. In fact −;−
is a tensor product whose unit object is the tree 1= ({•}; e(•) = 	; d(•; •) = 	).
Remark 1. In a cocartesian category we have that; for a tensor product ⊗; there is a
canonical morphism (X ⊗ T ) + (Y ⊗ Z)→ (X + Y )⊗ (T + Z) (due to universality of
sum).
From instances of this morphism, we obtain partial distributivity laws:
• (X ⊗ Z) + (Y ⊗ Z)→ (X + Y )⊗ Z (partial right distributivity);
• (X ⊗ Z) + (X ⊗ T )→ X ⊗ (Z + T ) (partial left distributivity).
Analogously, due to universality of the initial object, the two one-side annihilating
morphisms always exist:
• 0→ X ⊗ 0
• 0→ 0⊗ X
In Tree(A) the 9rst morphism of the 9rst block and the two morphisms of the second
block are actually isos.
Therefore the algebraic properties of our category of trees can be summarized as
follows:
(i) cocartesian category w.r.t. ⊕ and 0,
(ii) monoidal category w.r.t. the right distributive tensor product −;−,
(iii) 0 is an annihilator for −;−.
Remark 2. Tree(A) also has 9nite products provided by intersection If we drop the
9niteness condition for our trees; the above properties (i)–(iii) still hold; but in addition
we have that a terminal object would be provided by A?; considered as a (in9nite)
tree. Moreover; in the in9nite case; functors of the form −; t; not only preserve sums;
but they can also be shown to have a right adjoint (left residual; see [9]); so that the
category is monoidal closed. Nonetheless; for the purposes of the present paper; we
are interested in 9nite trees only.
Tree(A) also has a particularly interesting property, in that both its objects and its
morphisms can be described in terms of sum and concatenation (we will call this the
polynomial form).
Let us call indecomposible a summand of t such that if t = t1 + t2 then t1 = 0 or
t2 = 0.
Proposition 4 (polynomial form).
• Every object in Tree(A) is equal to 0 or to a (9nite) sum of indecomposible subtrees.
An indecomposible tree is either isomorphic to 1 or is isomorphic to a=({•}; a; a)
(for some a∈A) possibly concatenated with another tree (which is neither isomor-
phic to 0 nor to 1). Hence t ≈ ∑i∈I ai; ti ⊕∑ 1. This polynomial form is unique
up to a permutation of summands.
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• Every morphism in Tree(A) between trees in polynomial form can be thought of as
a co-n-tuple of morphisms, possibly composed on the left-hand side with a canonical
injection (regular monomorphism), such that each morphism is an identity on 1,
or a morphisms between indecomposible trees, i.e. it is an identity on an object
isomorphic to a possibly concatenated with another morphism which is not an
identity on 0 or 1:
f = [f1; : : : ; fn], where fi = id0, or fi = id1, or fi = inj(idai ;f
′
i), f
′
i = id0; id1.
This form is unique up to a permutation of the components in [−;−].
Proof. By induction; given a tree t = (P; e; d); either it is 0 or the following relation
produces a partition on the set of paths P: two paths p; q are related if d(p; q) = w
with w = 	.
In fact, this is an equivalence relation, owing to conditions (a), (c) and (d) in
De9nition 2. It can easily be seen that the corresponding partition separates subtrees
of t in such a way that they are either isomorphic to 1, or are a concatenation of a
tree isomorphic to a (where a∈A is the 9rst label in w), followed by a smaller tree
(we are in the 9nite case).
Again by induction, either a morphism has 0 as its domain and, in this case it is a
regular monomorphism (or an identity on 0), or it will preserve the above partition (see
De9nition 3), in which case we are allowed to describe it as couniversal morphism
generated from n-tuples of morphisms between indecomposible summands, possibly
followed by a regular monomorphism. A morphism between indecomposible trees
can be described either as an identity on 0 or 1, or as a concatenation of an identity
on an object isomorphic to a with another morphism which is not an identity on
0 or 1.
In both cases the property of uniqueness is an easy consequence of the fact that
construction is canonical.
Remark 3. The second part of the above result can be better explained in terms of
extensive categories. Tree is extensive and every object in it is a 9nite sum of inde-
composibles. Hence Tree is the 9nite coproduct completion of its indecomposibles and
its morphisms can be expressed in terms of morphisms between indecomposibles.
3. Non-deterministic categories
Let us introduce the notion of a non-deterministic category as a category enjoying
the properties mentioned in the previous section, i.e.
• it is cocartesian;
• it is equipped with a tensor product;
• it is such that right distributivity property holds and initial object is an annihilator.
The de9nition will be given in the form of labeled deductive system (see [12]) for
objects and morphisms, and the equations that must hold for them will be stated. For
the sake of uniformity in notation, we will recall some standard de9nitions.
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Denition 5. A category T is a set (class) of objects and a set (class) of arrows de9ned
between objects in such a way that the following arrows (or morphisms) exist:
(i) %x;x : x → x for every object x;
(ii) if f : x → y and g :y → z; then gf : x → z
satisfying the following equations:
1. f%x;x = f = %y;yf for all f : x → y.
2. (hg)f = h(gf).
Denition 6. A cocartesian category is a category T containing a constant object 0;
where the class of objects is closed under a binary operator + and the set (class) of
arrows de9ned between objects contains the following:
(iii) %x;x+y : x → x + y and %y;x+y :y → x + y;
(iv) if f : x → z and g :y → z; then [f; g] : x + y → z;
(v) %0; x : 0→ x for every object x
satisfying the following equations:
3. f = %0; x for all f : 0→ x.
4. [f; g]%x;x+y = f.
5. [f; g]%y;x+y = g.
6. [h%x;x+y; h%y;x+y] = h.
Denition 7. A monoidal category is a category T containing a constant object 1;
where the class of objects is closed with respect to a binary operator ⊗ and the set
(class) of arrows de9ned between objects contains the following:
(vi) if f : x → y and g : v → z; then g⊗ f : x ⊗ v → y ⊗ z
(vii) (x;y; z : (x ⊗ y)⊗ z → x ⊗ (y ⊗ z) and
(′x;y; z : x ⊗ (y ⊗ z)→ (x ⊗ y)⊗ z.
(viii) )x : 1⊗ x → x and
)′x : x → 1⊗ x.
(ix) *x : x ⊗ 1→ x and
*′x : x → x ⊗ 1.
satisfying the following equations:
7. (f ⊗ f′)(g⊗ g′) = (fg)⊗ (f′g′).
8. %x;x ⊗ %y;y = %x⊗y;x⊗y.
9. (f ⊗ (g⊗ h))(= (((f ⊗ g)⊗ h).
10. f)= )(%1;1 ⊗ f).
11. f*= *(f ⊗ %1;1).
12. ((= (%w;w ⊗ ()(((⊗ %z; z).
13. (x;y; z(′x;y; z = %x⊗(y⊗z); x⊗(y⊗z) and
(′x;y; z(x;y; z = %(x⊗y)⊗z; (x⊗y)⊗z.
14. )x)′x = %1⊗x;1⊗x and
)′x)x = %x;x.
15. *x*′x = %x⊗1; x⊗1 and
*′x*x = %x;x.
16. (%x;x ⊗ ))(= *⊗ %y;y.
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Denition 8. A non-deterministic category (nd-category) is a cocartesian and monoidal
category T such that the set (class) of arrows de9ned between objects contains the fol-
lowing:
(x) +x;y; z : (x + y)⊗ z → x ⊗ z + y ⊗ z.
(xi) ,x : x ⊗ 0→ 0 and
-x : 0⊗ x → 0.
satisfying the following equations:
17. [%x;x+y ⊗ %z; z ; %y;x+y ⊗ %z; z]+x;y; z = %(x+y)⊗z; (x+y)⊗z and
+x;y; z[%x;x+y ⊗ %z; z ; %y;x+y ⊗ %z; z] = %(x⊗z)+(y⊗z); (x⊗z)+(y⊗z).
18. %0; x⊗0,x = %x⊗0; x⊗0 and
%0;0⊗x-x = %0⊗x;0⊗x.
Subscripts have been omitted when obvious. Naturally, compositions are considered
only if de9ned.
All diagrams de9ning a distributive category (see [13]) that can be formulated in
our context, are commutative. In fact all diagrams except II and XV make sense in our
context (even if some arrows have to be inverted when isomorphisms are involved)
and their commutativity is easily checked by exploiting the universality of coproduct
or of the initial object.
As an aid to calculation, we can explicitly state the corresponding equations, after
having put by convention:
• .x;y; z = [[%x;x+(y+z); %y+z; x+(y+z)%y;y+z]%y+z; x+(y+z)%z;y+z] (associativity of +),
• /x;y = [%y;x+y; %x;x+y] (commutativity of +),
• 0x;y; z = [%x;x ⊗ %y;y+z ; %x;x ⊗ %z;y+z] (left distributivity),
• 1x = [%0; x; %x;x] (identity on the left),
• 2x = [%x;x; %0; x] (identity on the right),
• f + g= [%y;y+zf; %z;y+zg] if f : x → y and g :w → z.
Subscripts are almost always easily reconstructible and, therefore, omitted. All %’s
involved are identities, i.e. %’s with two equal indices.
Proposition 5. In a nd-category the following equations hold:
(i) 0/= (%⊗ /)0;
(iii) /+= +(/⊗ %);
(iv) (%+ +)+(. ⊗ %) = .(++ %)+;
(v) 0(%+ 0). = (%⊗ .)0(0 + %);
(vi) (%⊗ 0)0((+ () = (0;
(vii) +(= (+(+⊗ %);
(viii) (%⊗ +)((0 ⊗ %) = 0((+ ()+;
(ix) +0 = (0 + 0).(. + %)((%+ /) + %)(. + %).(++ +);
(x) -0 = ,0;
(xi) 10(-+ -)+= -;
(xii) 10(,+ ,)+= ,;
(xiii) *0 = -0;
(xiv) )0 = ,0;
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(xvi) -(= -(-⊗ %);
(xvii) ,(%⊗ -)(= -(,⊗ %);
(xviii) ,= ,(%⊗ ,)(;
(xix) (%⊗ 1)0 = 1(,+ %);
(xx) 1(-+ %)+= 1 ⊗ %;
(xxi) 2(%+ ,) = (%⊗ ,)0;
(xxii) 2(%+ -)+= ,⊗ %;
(xxiii) )0 = )+ );
(xxiv) (*+ *)+= *.
Let us take the category Tree(A) and interpret 0 as the empty tree 0, 1 as the unitary
tree 1 and tensor product as concatenation. We have already shown that Tree(A) is
cocartesian and monoidal and that it satis9es conditions described in De9nition 8 owing
to the fact that canonical morphisms
• (X ⊗ Z) + (Y ⊗ Z)→ (X + Y )⊗ Z ,
• 0→ X ⊗ 0,
• 0→ 0⊗ X .
are actually isos.
Proposition 6. Tree(A) is a nd-category.
As we mentioned above, objects in a nd-category can be considered to be terms in
a language and morphisms to be proofs in a labelled deductive system. The laws used
to de9ne a nd-category may be thought of as equations capable of proving equality
between two proofs. Hence, we can consider the elements of a 9nite alphabet A and all
terms de9nable from these elements using 0, 1, +, ⊗ operators. These terms will be
the objects of the free nd-category generated from A, Free(A), and morphisms between
terms will be generated according to conditions (i)–(xi) and identi9ed according to
laws (1)–(18) (see above). Therefore two morphisms will be equal iR their equality
is provable from the de9nition.
Due to the freeness of Free(A), the identity function on A will produce a nd-functor
4 from Free(A) to Tree(A), up to an isomorphism. In order to specify 4, let us start by
de9ning the interpretation of objects of Free(A) into Tree(A) via structural induction
starting from the base cases as follows:
• <0= = 0;
• <1= = 1;
• <a= = a for a∈A;
• <x + y= = <x= ⊕ <y=;
• <x ⊗ y= = <x=; <y=.
We want to prove that 4 is an equivalence of nd-categories. To this end, we will
restrict ourselves to considering 4 between two full subcategories of Tree(A) and
Free(A) which are, respectively, equivalent to the original Tree(A) and Free(A), but
consisting of normal forms, and prove that 4 is an equivalence between them. We have
already considered the subcategory of polynomial forms for trees, we need now to in-
troduce canonical representatives for both objects in Free(A) and morphisms between
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them. Again this will amount to prove that every object in Free(A) is a 9nite sum of
indecomposibles and morphisms are expressed in terms of morphisms between inde-
composibles. Theorems 1 and 2 will provide normal forms for objects and morphisms
in Free(A), while Theorems 3 will state the required equivalence.
Denition 9. Let us take an object of Free(A); it is said to be in normal form if it is
in one of the following forms:
1. 0;
2. 1;
3. a for a∈A;
4. a⊗ n (where n is a normal form neither equal to 0 nor to 1);
5. a 9nite sum of normal forms; each of them not equal to 0.
We will use isomorphisms below as rules in a rewriting system capable of producing
normal forms:
• 1x : 0 + x → x,
• 2x : x + 0→ x,
• -x : 0⊗ x → 0,
• ,x : x ⊗ 0→ 0,
• )x : 1⊗ x → x,
• *x : x ⊗ 1→ x,
• (xyz : (x ⊗ y)⊗ z → x ⊗ (y ⊗ z),
• +xyz : (x + y)⊗ z → x ⊗ z + y ⊗ z.
As a consequence every reduction path can be described as an isomorphism obtained
from identities combined with instances of (, +, ), *, 1, 2, ,, - via operators [−;−],
−⊗− and composition.
Theorem 1 (object normal form).
(i) Every object x of Free(A); is reduced to a unique normal form nx isomorphic to
x by using the rewriting system above.
(ii) The morphism used to achieve the reduction in (i) is unique.
Proof. (i) The proof proceeds by structural induction on the terms representing objects.
The claim is trivial for the base cases 0; 1 and a. Let the term be of the form x + y.
Then; by inductive hypothesis; x and y can be reduced to normal form and therefore
two cases are possible: either one of the two subterms is 0 and the sum reduces via
a 1 or a 2 morphism to the other subterm; or both subterms are not equal to 0 and
we have obtained a normal form as in 5. Now let the term be of the form x ⊗ y and
suppose that x and y are already in normal form; we have to consider the following
cases:
• one (or both) of the subterms is 0; in which case we reduce the whole term to 0
via morphisms like , or -;
• one (or both) of the subterms is 1; in which case we reduce the whole term to the
other subterm via morphisms like ) or *;
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• x = a; in which case we already have a normal form as in 4;
• x is a normal form as in 4; in which case; using induction and a morphism like (;
we obtain a normal form of the same type for the whole term;
• x is a normal form as in 5; in which case; using induction and a morphism like +;
we obtain a normal form of the same type for the whole term.
It can easily be seen; by induction; that this procedure produces a unique normal
form.
It is routine to check that the normal form is reached after a 9nite number of steps.
This can be proven by observing that ), *, ,, -, 1 and 2 reduce the complexity of
the original term; as regards (, +, a norm could be introduced on terms imposing, for
example, that |0|= |1|= |a|= 1 for all a∈A, |x + y|= |x|+ |y| and |x ⊗ y|= |x|2|y|;
then the application of ( and + would reduce this norm, while the other morphisms
would not increase it.
(ii) If we have two reduction morphisms from an object to its normal form, then they
can be proven to be equal by checking all the possibilities and using diagrams cor-
responding to equations in Proposition 5. Actually only Eqs. (vii), (x), (xi), (xii),
(xiii), (xiv), (xvi), (xvii), (xviii), (xx), (xxii) and (xxiv) are involved, because
terms in them represent the possible non-trivial diRerent reduction paths from an
object to its normal form. Therefore, we obtain also that the reduction morphism
is unique.
Remark 4. In the proof of Theorem 1 isomorphisms constructed out of identities and
instances of the elementary morphisms speci9ed above; are used as rewriting rules: (
is used to move parentheses concerning ⊗ to the right; + to move + on the top level;
) and * to eliminate 1 in ⊗ contexts; 1 and 2 to eliminate 0 in + contexts; , and -
to annihilate products containing 0. Despite the fact that starting from a given object
and using only the isomorphisms mentioned above we reach a unique normal form;
two diRerent normal forms can still be isomorphic. They diRer only in respect of the
order or the association of summands; i.e. they can be obtained one from the other by
applying instances of . and /. Therefore; a term is usually isomorphic to more than
one normal form; but only one of these normal forms is reachable from the term via
the given reduction system. Notice that we do not use isomorphisms like .; / in the
reduction because they produce a rearrangement of summands and we want to forbid
this operation; nor do we use morphisms like 0 or % (except in the case of identities)
because they are not isomorphisms.
Corollary 1. The reduction system used in Theorem 1 enjoys a strong Church–Rosser
property; i.e. two terms reduced from a given term can be reduced to the same normal
form after a 9nite number of steps.
Let us now look at morphisms in Free(A). To reduce morphisms to normal form
requires more trouble than to reduce objects. Before starting to prove Theorem 2 let us
conceptually motivate the result. The only “constructive” standard morphisms are %’s,
while (’s and +’s are “rearranging” morphisms and )’s, *’s, ,’s and -’s are “simplify-
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ing” morphisms. We will prove that “non-constructive” morphisms can be eliminated
from normal forms because we do not need to rearrange nor to simplify between
objects in normal form. The possibility of shaping our morphisms in the required
form, essentially reposes on the fact that composition of morphisms can be extracted
from [−;−] contexts and − ⊗ − contexts using the law (derivable from de9nitions)
[fg; hk] = [f; h][%g; %k] and equation 7 of De9nition 7, respectively.
Lemma 1.
(i) In Free(A); hom(x; y) is isomorphic in a canonical way to hom(nx; ny).
(ii) Morphisms between normal forms can always be described in such a way that
all their subterms have normal forms as their domain and codomain.
Proof. We can always go from hom(x; y) to hom(nx; ny) by composing with a canon-
ical reduction isomorphism and back.
To prove (ii), let us call standard a morphism where instantiations of composition,
if any, always have a % as their left component and 9rst prove the following facts:
(a) Given a morphism f in Free(A), we can always 9nd f′ = f such that f′ is a
composition of standard morphisms only.
(b) Given a standard morphism f between normal forms in Free(A), every subterm
of f is a morphism from a subterm of the domain to a subterm of the codomain
(therefore, again, normal forms).
Fact (a) is proven by noticing that composition can be extracted from [−;−] contexts
and −⊗− contexts using the law [fg; hk] = [f; h][%g; %k] and Eq. (7) of De9nition 7,
respectively.
Fact (b) is proven via structural induction. In fact, it is true for elementary mor-
phisms, noticing that all (, +, ), *, ,, -, or their inverses do not appear directly
between the normal forms (they are reduced to identities in the transformation of step
(i). Therefore, we are left with %’s between the normal form domain and codomain
and for these Fact (b) is trivially true.
If f= %g, then the codomain of g is a summand of the codomain of % and, therefore,
is in normal form; thus the assertion being true for g (by inductive hypothesis) is also
true for f.
If f=[h; g], then codomains of h and g are summands of a normal form and still in
normal form, therefore, the assertion being true for h and g (by inductive hypothesis)
is also true for f.
If f = h ⊗ g, with f between normal forms, then we have that h = %a;a for some
a∈A. Thus, again, the codomain of g is in normal form and the assertion is true for
g, hence it is also true for f.
In this way we have proven that standard morphisms satisfy assertion (ii) of the
lemma. Now we can extend this second assertion to all morphisms via structural in-
duction. By (a), we know that every morphism in Free(A) can be written as a com-
position of standard morphisms, hence (ii) is true for a generic f. This means that
every morphism between normal forms can be described as a factorisation involving
morphisms between normal forms only.
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Let us put by convention: %x;y%z;x = %z;y.
Denition 10. A morphism in Free(A) is in normal form if it is in one of the following
forms:
0. %0;0 or %1;1;
1. %a;a for a∈A;
2. %x;y (where x =y);
3. %a;a ⊗ n (where n is a normal form diRerent from %0; x and %1;1);
4. %x;yn (where x =y and n does not begin with %z;x);
5. [n1; n2] (where n1 an n2 are normal forms both diRerent from %0; z).
Remark 5. Notice that morphism normal forms consist of %’s only; i.e. identities on
labels or injections.
Theorem 2 (morphism normal forms). Every morphism in hom(nx; ny) can be reduced
to normal form. This normal form is unique.
Proof. No reduction morphism can be applied to a term in normal form; thus; us-
ing Lemma 1; we obtain that neither morphisms like (; ); *; +; ,; - will appear in
hom(nx; ny) nor will their inverses; because they would lead to non-normal forms.
Therefore; we will prove the theorem on the other morphisms by structural induction;
using the de9nition of nd-category. Morphisms de9ned in (i); (iii); (iv) and (v) are
already in normal form; (vii); (viii); (ix); (x) and (xi) involve impossible morphisms;
so we are left with cases (ii) and (vi) only; i.e. composition and concatenation. This
means that we have to prove that composition and concatenation of normal forms are
reducible to normal forms. Let us consider all the possible cases:
Composition:
0., 1. Composing a normal form n with a morphism of type 0 or 1 either on the
left or on the right gives the same normal form by de9nition, because a
morphism of type 0 or 1. is an identity.
2.2345. Composing a normal form n on the left with a morphism of type 2 gives a
normal form of type 4 by de9nition.
3.24. Composition of a morphism of type 3 with one of type 2 or 4 is impossible.
3.3. Composition of two morphisms of type 3, when possible, is still of type
3 because tensor product is a functor and the problem of normalization is
shifted to the subterms; i.e.
(%a;a ⊗ n)(%a;a ⊗ n1) = %a;a ⊗ (nn1).
3.5. Composition of a morphism of type 3 with one of type 5, gives a morphism
of type 5 because of the equations which de9ne a cocartesian category and
the problem of normalization is shifted to the subterms; i.e.
(%a;a ⊗ n)[n1; n2] = [%a;a ⊗ (nn1); %a;a ⊗ (nn1)].
4.2. Composition of a morphism of type 4 with one of type 2 gives a morphism of
type 4, reducing the problem to the second component of the 9rst morphism;
i.e.
(%x;yn)%z; t = %x;y(n%z; t)
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4.3. Composition of a morphism of type 4 with one of type 3 gives a morphism
of type 4, reducing the problem to the second component of the second mor-
phism; i.e.
(%x;yn)(%a;a ⊗ n1) = %x;y(n%a;a ⊗ n1).
4.4. Composition of two morphisms of type 4 gives a morphism of type 4,
reducing the problem to the second component of the 9rst morphism as
in 4.2.
4.5 As in 3.5.
5.24. Composition of a morphism of type 5 with one of type 2 (or 4) reduces the
problem of normalization to a component of the 9rst morphism.
5.3. Composition of a morphism of type 5 with one of type 3 is impossible.
5.5. Composition of two morphisms of type 5 is a morphism of the same type,
where reduction is shifted to the components.
Concatenation:
0.2.3.4.5. Concatenating on the left a morphism of type 0, 2, 3, 4 or 5 to a normal
form is impossible because our objects are in normal form.
1. Concatenating on the left a morphism of type 1 to a normal form gives a
normal form of type 3 by de9nition.
The normal form of a morphism is unique because, as shown in Remark 5, it strictly
mimics the form of its domain and takes into account the form of its codomain. This
fact can be formally checked by structural induction.
By exploiting the de9nition of <–=, Proposition 4 and Theorems 1 and 2, it can easily
be proven by structural induction that:
• A normal form object in Free(A) describes a tree in polynomial form with a given
ordering on paths. Viceversa, a tree in polynomial form uniquely determines the
corresponding term in normal form, if we decide, for example, to consider summands
to be always associated on the right.
• A normal form morphism in Free(A) between normal form objects describes a mor-
phism of trees in polynomial form with a given ordering on paths, using an inductive
de9nition where %’s are identities on elements of the alphabet or canonical inclusions
between trees. Given a morphism of trees in polynomial form, we can de9ne a mor-
phism in normal form corresponding to it.
Example 2. Let us illustrate the procedure by examples:
• the normal form for the two trees depicted in Section 2 will be: (a ⊗ c) + (a ⊗ l)
and a⊗ (c + l); respectively;
• the normal form for the morphism between them will be: [%a;a ⊗ %c;c+l; %a;a ⊗ %l;c+l];
• while for the identity on the 9rst tree the normal form will be: [%%a;a⊗%c;c; %%a;a⊗%l; l];
and
• for the identity on the second tree the normal form will be: %a;a ⊗ [%c;c+l; %l; c+l].
Two diRerent morphism normal forms correspond to two diRerent morphisms of trees
because they cause paths to correspond in a diRerent way.
Now the main claim can be easily stated.
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Theorem 3. Tree(A) is equivalent to Free(A) as a nd-category.
Proof. We have to prove that we can de9ne an equivalence of categories 4. Correspon-
dences described above give an equivalence between the full subcategory of Free(A)
consisting of normal form objects and the full subcategory of Tree(A) of polynomial
forms. In fact; given a term x in normal form; we can associate to it via <–=; a tree al-
ready written in polynomial form; and then; from this obtained tree; we can reconstruct
the original normal form. Viceversa; given a tree in polynomial form; we can de9ne a
term in normal form; and back associate to it a tree which isomorphic to the original
tree. Analogously; morphisms between normal form objects in Free(A) correspond to
morphisms between polynomial forms in Tree(A) and viceversa. Therefore; <–= can be
extended to a functor between Free(A) and Tree(A) using the canonical isomorphisms
relating a term to its normal form or a tree to its polynomial form. The obtained 4 is
an equivalence of categories. 4 preserves and reMects the nd-structure because the two
correspondences between terms and trees have been de9ned by structural induction.
Other nd-functors from Free(A) to Tree(A) are obtained by changing the carrier of
the image tree or by permutating the summands in the term. All these nd-functors will
be isomorphic to 4.
4. A further freeness result
As pointed out by a careful referee (whom we thank for this and for other useful
suggestions), the logical structure proposed in this paper is very similar to the one
which is described via the deductive system in Gentzen-style, illustrated in the table:
(1) a  a (2)  1
(3)
{xi; 6  z}i∈I∑
i∈I xi; 6  z
(4)
6  xi
6 ∑i∈I xi
(5)
61  z162  z2
61; 62  z1 ⊗ z2 (6)
61; x; y; 62  z
61; x ⊗ y; 62  z
(7)
61; 62  z
61; 1; 62  z (8)
61  x60; x; 62  z
60; 61; 62  z
In rule (4) the index set I is supposed not to be the empty set. In this system
we cannot derive the equation x ⊗ 0 = 0, and, consequently, this equation seems to
be slightly unnatural. In fact asymmetry in distributive law suggests asymmetry for
context in rule (3), and this forbids the derivation of the equation x ⊗ 0 = 0.
A similar criticism has been made from people working in the algebra of processes,
9eld in which 0 means failure and it may be a little diScult to admit that a failure
along a computation annihilates all the work already done. The answer to this second
objection also provides us with an answer to the 9rst one. In fact, we claim that our
trees do not describe the global behavior of a non-deterministic process, but only the
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local behavior, i.e. the behavior from one state to another state; therefore, if failure
happens moving from a state s to another state s′, this means that s′ will never be
reached by the failing path and the path itself will, accordingly, be erased from the
tree representing the behavior from s to s′. On the other hand, in describing global
behavior, it makes sense to record computations where a failure occurred, as paths that
do not reach a terminal state. Thus, in order to describe a global behavior one has
to 9x a terminal state as in automata theory, or, equivalently, distinguish terminated
paths.
Let us formalize the above remark.
Denition 11. A (non-deterministic) behavior is a 4-tuple b=(P; e; d; 8); where (P; e; d)
is a non-empty pre9x closed (9nite A-labeled) tree; 8 is a subset of P (the set of
terminated paths). Pre9x closed means that if a path x is in P; than there is also a
path y with e(y)6 e(x) for every pre9x of e(x) and d(x; y) = e(y). Two paths with
the same extent and completely glued are identi9ed unless they are both terminated.
A morphism f : b= (P; e; d; 8)→ b′= (P′; e′; d′; 8′) is a morphism of trees such that
f(8) ⊆ 8′.
Remark 6. The expert reader will observe that our de9nition of behavior is the non-
deterministic counterpart of the de9nition of behavior of an automaton as proposed in
[2]; when a unique terminal state is considered.
Example 3. A behavior can be depicted as a pre9x-closed tree with terminated paths
distinguished by arrows:
a a
ac l
p r q
This behavior consists of six paths; p; r and q; their two one-step pre9xes and the
zero-step path. p; q and the non-trivial pre9x of p and r are terminated.
Non-deterministic behaviors with their morphisms are a category Beh(A) that satis9es
all conditions for a nd-category, except the equation x ⊗ 0 = 0.
Proposition 7. Beh(A) is a cocartesian; monoidal category.
Proof. Given two behaviors; b = (P; e; d; 8) and b′ = (P′; e′; d′; 8′); their sum is the
disjoint union of the two (minimal paths are identi9ed unless they are both terminated).
Paths terminated in b or in b′ are still terminated in b+ b′.
Z= ({•}; 	; 	; ∅) is an initial object in Beh(A).
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Given two behaviors, b1 = (P1; e1; d1; 81) and b2 = (P2; e2; d2; 82) sequential compo-
sition between them, still called −;−, is de9ned as follows: b1; b2 = 〈P; e; d; 8〉, where
• P = (P1 \ 81) ∪ 81 × P2,
• 8= 81 × 82.
Extent and agreement on P1 \ 81 are left unchanged, as in P1, while in 81 × P2.
• e(〈p1; p2〉) = e1(p1):e2(p2),
• d(〈p1; p2〉; 〈q1; q2〉) =
{
d1(p1; q1):d2(p2; q2) if p1 = q1;
d1(p1; q1) otherwise:
Identity for sequential composition is I = ({•}; 	; 	; {•}).
Denition 12. A non-deterministic behavior category (ndb-category) is a cocartesian
and monoidal category T′ such that the set (class) of arrows de9ned between objects
contains the following:
(x) +x;y; z : (x + y)⊗ z → x ⊗ z + y ⊗ z
satisfying the following equations:
(17) [%x;x+y ⊗ %z; z ; %y;x+y ⊗ %z; z]+x;y; z = %(x+y)⊗z; (x+y)⊗z and
+x;y; z[%x;x+y ⊗ %z; z ; %y;x+y ⊗ %z; z] = %(x⊗z)+(y⊗z); (x⊗z)+(y⊗z).
It can immediately be seen that we have dropped condition (xi) and Eqs. (18) in
De9nition 8.
Proposition 8. Beh(A) is a ndb-category.
Proposition 9 (polynomial form).
• Every object in Beh(A) is isomorphic to Z or to a (9nite) sum of indecomposible
subobjects. An indecomposible object is either isomorphic to I or is isomorphic to
↓ a= ({x0; x1}; e(x0) = 	; e(x1) = a; d(x0; x1) = 	; {x1}) (i. e. the pre9x closure of the
tree a with only the maximal path terminated) possibly concatenated with another
behavior which is not isomorphic to I (possibly isomorphic to Z):b ≈ ∑i∈I ↓
ai; bi ⊕
∑
I.
• Every morphism in Beh(A) between polynomial forms can be thought of as a
co-n-tuple of morphisms, possibly composed on the left-hand side with a canon-
ical injection, such that each morphism is an identity on Z or I, or a morphisms
between indecomposible objects, i.e. is an identity on an object isomorphic to ↓ a,
possibly concatenated with another morphism which is not an identity on I:
f = [f1; : : : ; fn], where fi = idZ, or fi = id1, or fi = inj(id↓ai ;f
′
i), f
′
i = idI.
These forms are unique up to a permutation of the components in [−;−].
Proof. The proof is highly similar to the proof given for Proposition 2. By induction;
given a behavior b= (P; e; d; 8); either it is isomorphic to Z or the following relation
produces a partition on the set of non-minimal non-terminated paths P: two paths p; q
are related if d(p; q) = w with w = 	.
In fact, this is an equivalence relation, owing to conditions (a), (c) and (d) in Def-
inition 2. It can easily be seen that the corresponding partition separates subbehaviors
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of b in such a way that they are either isomorphic to I, or are a concatenation of
a behavior isomorphic to ↓ a (where a∈A is the 9rst label in w), followed by a
smaller behavior (we are in the 9nite case and we can take as many copies of minimal
non-terminated paths as we need). In the case we have a non-terminated path we can
write it as terminated, but concatenated with Z.
Again by induction, either a morphism has Z as its domain and, in this case it is a
regular monomorphism (or an identity on Z), or it will preserve the above partition (see
De9nition 11), in which case we are allowed to describe it as couniversal morphism
generated from n-tuples of morphisms between indecomposible summands, possibly
followed by a regular monomorphism. A morphism between indecomposible behaviors
can be described either as an identity on Z or I, or as a concatenation of an identity
on an object isomorphic to ↓ a with another morphism which is not an identity on I.
In both cases the property of uniqueness is an easy consequence of the fact that
construction is canonical.
To prove the last freeness statement for Beh(A), we have to go through the steps
of the proof given previously for Tree(A). We will obtain a formal proof making
minor changes as we have already done in Proposition 9. Essentially, these changes
involve dropping every reference to , in rewriting and to Z and 0 in the right part
of a concatenation. Let us outline the procedure. We give the de9nition of <–=′ from
the free ndb-category generated by A, Free′(A) to Beh(A), the new normal forms for
objects and morphisms and the new rewriting system.
• <0=′ = Z;
• <1=′ = I;
• <a=′= ↓ a for a∈A;
• <x + y=′ = <x=′ ⊕ <y=′;
• <x ⊗ y=′ = <x=′; <y=′.
The normal form n′x for an object x of Free
′(A) is the same as de9ned in De9nition
9, where item 4 is replaced by:
4′. a⊗ n′ (where n′ is a normal form not equal to 1).
The rewriting system we use to produce normal forms is the same as the one we used
before when we drop the isomorphism:
• ,x : x ⊗ 0→ 0.
Analogously, the normal form for a morphism in Free′(A) is the same as de9ned in
De9nition 10, where item 3 is replaced by
3′. %a;a ⊗ n′ (where n′ is a normal form diRerent from %1;1)
Theorem 4 (object normal form).
(i) Every object x of Free′(A); is reduced to a unique normal form n′x isomorphic to
x by using the rewriting system above.
(ii) The morphism used to achieve the reduction in (i) is unique.
Proof.
(i) The proof proceeds by structural induction as in Theorem 1 on the terms repre-
senting objects. The only real diRerence is in the 9rst case. Let the term be of
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the form x⊗ y and suppose that x and y are already in normal form; we have to
consider the following cases:
• x is 0; in which case we reduce the whole term to 0 via a morphism-like -;
• one (or both) of the subterms is 1; in which case we reduce the whole term to
the other subterm via morphisms like ) or *;
• x = a; in which case we already have a normal form as in 4′;
• x is a normal form as in 4′; in which case; using induction and a morphisms
like (; we obtain a normal form of the same type for the whole term;
• x is a normal form as in 5; in which case; using induction and a morphism like
+; we obtain a normal form of the same type for the whole term.
It can easily be seen; by induction; that this procedure produces a unique normal
form.
(ii) If we have two reduction morphisms from an object to its normal form; then
they can be proven to be equal by checking all the possibilities and using some
commutative diagrams corresponding to equations in Proposition 5 which are still
valid for Free′(A). Actually only Eqs. (vii); (xi); (xiii); (xvi); (xx) and (xxiv)
are involved; because terms in them represent the possible non trivial diRerent
reduction paths from an object to its normal form. Therefore; we obtain also that
the reduction morphism is unique.
Lemma 1 holds for Free′(A) without any change.
Remark 7. Notice that again morphism normal forms consist of %’s only; i.e. identities on
labels or injections; but now we can have morphisms like %0; x concatenated on the right.
Theorem 5 (morphism normal forms). Every morphism in hom(n′x; n
′
y) of Free
′(A) can
be reduced to normal form. This normal form is unique.
The proof proceeds as in Theorem 2. In fact, being our objects already in normal
form, the components %0; x can appear only in the bottom part of the morphism normal
forms and there they will behave as the other %’s.
By exploiting the de9nition of <–=′, Proposition 9 and Theorems 4 and 5, it can
easily be proven by structural induction that:
• A normal form object in Free′(A) describes a behavior in polynomial form with a
given ordering on paths. Viceversa, a behavior in polynomial form uniquely deter-
mines the corresponding term in normal form, considering the non-terminated paths
as concatenated with Z at the end, if we decide, for example, to consider summands
to be always associated on the right.
• A normal form morphism in Free′(A) between normal form objects describes a
morphism of behaviors in polynomial form with a given ordering on paths, using an
inductive de9nition where %’s are identities on elements of the alphabet or canonical
inclusions between behaviors. Given a morphism of behaviors in polynomial form,
we can de9ne a morphism in normal form corresponding to it.
Two diRerent morphism normal forms correspond to two diRerent morphisms of
behaviors because they cause paths to correspond in a diRerent way.
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Now the main claim in the case of Beh(A) can be easily stated.
Theorem 6. Beh(A) is equivalent to the free ndb-category Free′(A) on the same
alphabet A as a ndb-category.
The proof is strictly similar to the proof given for Theorem 3.
Every nd-category is a ndb-category, therefore the freeness of Beh(A) implies the
existence of a canonical ndb-functor U :Beh(A) → Tree(A), which transforms a be-
havior in a tree forgetting all non-terminated paths. In fact, being a ndb-functor, U
must preserve Z (U (Z) = 0) and tensor product, hence non-terminated paths, which
are a concatenation of a terminated path followed by Z , must disappear. We can write,
with a slight abuse of notation U ((P; e; d; 8)) = (8; e; d). Now the behavior depicted in
Example 3 is transformed by U into the tree
a a
c l
p q
This tree consists of three paths, p, q and the terminated pre9x of p.
U has a left adjoint L :Tree(A) → Beh(A) which adds to each path in a tree all
its pre9xes as non-terminated paths, but considers the original paths as terminated
and identi9es two pre9xes unless they are both terminated. L(P; e; d) = (↓ P; e; d; P))
(L(0) = Z).
Therefore we have:
Theorem 7. There is an adjunction between Beh(A) and Tree(A); namely L is left
adjoint to U; the canonical ndb-functor from Beh(A) to Tree(A).
The proof is routine. Naturally L does not preserve concatenation.
Remark 8. There is also an obvious functor V :Beh(A) → Tree(A); which trans-
forms a behavior in a tree forgetting about the distinction between terminated and
non-terminated paths. V ((P; e; d; 8)) = (P; e; d). For example the behavior depicted in
Example 3 is transformed by V into the tree
a a
ac l
p r q
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V does not preserve sums and; therefore; cannot be a ndb-functor. Nonetheless V has
a left adjoint M :Tree(A) → Beh(A) which adds to each path in a tree all its pre9xes
as non-terminated paths and identi9es two equal pre9xes; but considers every path as
non-terminated M (P; e; d) = (↓ P; e; d; ∅)).
5. Applications and comments
The concrete description of a free structure can be very useful in practice, because
an “abstract” free structure does not tell us much more than syntax. For this reason
we preferred to treat in more detail the case of Tree(A) than the case of Beh(A). The
category Tree(A), though enjoying more properties, can be described in much simpler
and intuitive way and suggested to us the result presented in this paper. For Beh(A)
it is the other way about: we started with the algebraic structure and looked for a
concrete description of a free ndb-category. This was obtained by suitably modifying
Tree(A). On the other hand Beh(A) and Tree(A) are strictly related as we remarked at
the end of the previous section. Tree(A) enjoys also a nice property which it shares
with Finset, namely it is the full subcategory of the category of symmetric categories
enriched over a 2-category consisting of 9nite objects. A similar property does not hold
for Beh(A).
Trees have already been exploited with this aim in mind (see e.g. [4]). An example
quite near to the case we are dealing with is provided by the notion of “free motor”
given by B+enabou as the set of forests [1]. In this case every motor structure on
natural numbers provides an interesting coding on the set of forests. Similarly, various
structures on natural numbers give a coding for our trees. Let us look at some particular
cases.
(a) (N;+; :; 0; 1) ≡ (Finset;unionmulti;×; ∅; {∗})
We can immediately notice that natural numbers considered as equivalent to Finset,
the category of 9nite sets with their arrows, form a nd-category N w.r.t. ordinary
sum and (cartesian) product. In this case morphisms of type (; ); *; ,; -, as well as
.; /; 0; 1; 2 collapse into identities. Therefore there is a unique (up to an isomorphic
natural transformation) functor = from Free(A) to N, if we send every element of
A to number 1. This functor produces a coding on terms by associating a natural
number to each term. More explicitly, given a term, we can inductively associate
to it a natural number in the following way:
• number 0 to term 0;
• number 1 to term 1 and to every term a for a∈A;
• number n+ m to x + y, if n was associated to x and m to y;
• nm to x ⊗ y, if n was associated to x and m to y.
If we want to substitute Finset toN, we will have choose representatives for sums
and products, so the coding functor will be determined only up to a permutation,
because in Finset isomorphisms are permutations.
Similarly, we can associate to every (9nite) tree a natural number which
will number its paths. Of course this operation will again be determined up
to a permutation compatible with the tree-structure. It can easily be seen that,
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in fact, this numbering operation extends to an nd-functor  from Tree(A) to
N.
The following diagram will commute by its very construction:
Free (A)
Tree (A) N



(b) More generally, given a function f from A to N as in (a), the corresponding
functor will calculate a number which represents the sum of weights of the paths
obtained as product of the weights of the single labels.
(c) ((N;6);max; :; 0; 1)
Given a weight function f from A to natural numbers, the corresponding functor
will calculate the maximal weight of a path in a tree.
As particular cases, if f assumes the value 2 for a speci9c label and the value
1 for the other labels, we will get the weight of the path with more occurrences
of the chosen label; if f assumes the value 2 everywhere, we can calculate the
depth of the tree, and so on. Naturally, there is also the dual structure, which has
the inverse ordering.
(d) A unital quantale (Q;∪;&; 0; 1) is an example of nd-category where morphisms
are represented by the order. Therefore, given a function from A to Q, a unique
functor f from Tree(A) to (Q;∪;&; 0; 1) is determined.
As a particular, but crucial case, we can consider the structure (P(A);∪; :; {	}; ∅)
of languages over A. In this case the identity function over A will produce the
functor which associates to every tree the language labeling its paths.
Example (d) above suggests a more general procedure for obtaining codings. Our
categories of trees are categories of enriched categories, so we can produce functors
between them by using a change of base [9], i.e. by a suitable functor between bases.
Let us look at some examples.
One could imagine constructing a functor from Tree(A) to Tree(A) by considering
the functor from A to A which sends a given generator in 	 and is the identity on the
other generators. Given a tree, in the tree obtained from it via this functor every arc
labeled by the given generator would contract (“hiding”). More generally, we could
think of a series of functors from A to A′. If we use a function from generators to
generators, we will obtain a “relabeling”, while if we send generators into non-trivial
words of A′ we will obtain a “re9nement”.
As a 9nal example, we could use the same Tree(A) as a coding structure, but with
a diRerent tensor product, namely intersection. In this case we would obtain for every
tree the subtree consisting of uniformly (i.e. one-label) labeled paths only.
Let us conclude by making explicit two instances of Theorem 3 which are of par-
ticular interest:
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• If A= ∅, then we have the following chain of equivalences:
Free(∅) ≡ Tree(∅) ≡ Finset ≡N.
• If A = {∗} is the one-element set, then Free({∗}) ≡ Tree, the full subcategory of
N− SymCat consisting of 9nite objects, i.e. (9nite) non-labeled trees.
These facts explain the similarity between N and Tree.
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